
IMP 

Starts with IMP 

1. In the acronym V.I.P., this is what the I stands for- Important
2. To lose a function - Impair
3. What you hear when two cars hit each other - Impact
4. A stalemate - Impasse
5. Related to kings and other royalty- Imperial
6. Something that cannot be done -Impossible , 

7. A description of someone who doesn't show emotion - Impassive
8. Someone who shows that he or she doesn't like to wait - Impatient
9. A type of annual flower that likes the shade - Impatiens

10. How Richard Nixon would have been removed from office if he hadn't resigned- Impeach
11. To prevent something from happening -Impede
12. An adjective for something that has flaws -Imperfect
13. A robot's bedside manner- Impersonal
14. Something that is unlikely to happen - Improbable
15. To suggest something is true without saying it in exact words - Imply
16. What a dentist takes when fitting you for dentures -Impression
17. To beg someone - Implore
18. An adjective for someone who is rude - Impolite
19. What guests do who have worn out their welcome - Impose
20. Someone who pretends to be another person -Imposter
21. How you do things if you act before you think-Impulsively
22. What Duke Ellington used to do whenever he played the piano - Improvise

Ends with IMP 

1. A small crustacean that is sometimes jumbo-sized - Shrimp
2. To eke out a living by saving everything - Scrimp
3. Another name for a dirigible - Blimp
4. A small ape, one of which went into space in the 1960s - Chimp
5. To make something wavy, like hair-Crimp
6. To preen in front of a mirror - Primp
7. To take short cuts to save money - Skimp
8. The cord that is sometimes used in craft projects, especially to make lanyards - Gimp
9. What your body becomes when you faint - Limp

10. A scaredy cat - Wimp
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LIGHT 

Starts with LIGHT 

1. This building warns ships away from rocky shores - Lighthouse
2. Muhammad Ali never boxed in this competition class - Lightweight
3. It comes before thunder -Lightning
4. The distance to the stars is measured in this unit - Light-year
5. This signals the time to sleep - Lights-out
6. This type of musical is less grand than seeing Aida or the Ring Cycle - Light opera
7. Firefly - Lightning bug
8. A piece of metal that keeps bolts of electricity from hitting your house - Lightning rod
9. The replaceable part of a lamp - Lightbulb

10. How you might feel right before you faint - Lightheaded
11. This little gadget provides flame for your cigarette -Lighter

Ends with LIGHT 

1. What you take to travel 3,000 miles quickly - Flight
2. It comes in red, amber, and green at intersections - Traffic light
3. How you feel when you experience great happiness from someone or something - Delight
4. To turn a lamp on again - Relight
5. A window in the roof - Skylight
6. A small flashlight - Penlight
7. Illumination from the closest celestial body to the Earth - Moonlight
8. It's on the front of a car and we turn it on at night - Headlight
9. What you might turn on when you go to bed to keep from being in total darkness -

Nightlight
10. You stop your car when you see this - Redlight
11. What gives us Vitamin D when we go outside - Sunlight
12. Movie stars like this to shine on them - Spotlight
13. The best part of a movie or event-Highlight
14. The type of street lights we had before there was electricity -Gaslight
15. In England, they call this a torch-Flashlight
16. What we call the time just as the sun is going down -Twilight
17. The first word of the poem with the words "I wish I may, I wish I might" - Starlight
18. A big light that can illuminate the outdoors - Floodlight
19. This signal means go ahead - Greenlight
20. Illumination from a wax stick with a wick- Candlelight
21. A flashing light used for special effects -Strobelight
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